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TOC blurb  

Despite their excellent macroscopic operational parameters, halide perovskites exhibit heterogeneity 
in materials properties at all lateral and vertical length scales. In this Review, we discuss the nature of 
heterogeneity in halide perovskites and assess the impact of these non-uniformities on their 
optoelectronic properties, and how the heterogeneity may even be beneficial for device properties. 

 

Abstract | Materials with highly crystalline lattice structures and low defect concentrations have 
classically been considered essential for high-performance optoelectronic devices. However, the 
emergence of high-efficiency devices based on halide perovskites is provoking researchers to rethink 
this traditional picture, as the heterogeneity in several properties within these materials occurs on a 
series of length scales. Perovskites are typically fabricated crudely through simple processing 
techniques, which leads to large local fluctuations in defect density, lattice structure, chemistry and 
bandgap that appear on short length scales (<100 nm) and across long ranges (>10 µm). Despite these 
variable and complex non-uniformities, perovskites maintain exceptional device efficiencies, and are, 
as of 2018, the best-performing polycrystalline thin-film solar cell material. In this Review, we 
highlight the multiple layers of heterogeneity ascertained using high-spatial-resolution methods that 
provide access to the required length scales. We discuss the impact that the optoelectronic variations 
have on halide perovskite devices, including the prospect that it is this very disorder that leads to their 
remarkable power-conversion efficiencies. 

 

[H1] Introduction 

Our fundamental semiconductor textbooks dedicate entire chapters to illustrating the 

detrimental effects of defects in semiconductor devices1-3. We are taught and have observed 

that crystallographic defects such as atoms missing from their nominal lattice positions 

induce poor electrical conductivity and short charge-carrier lifetimes, and thus that 

imperfections should be avoided at all costs. However, innovative ways have been found to 

exploit defects to, for example, shorten carrier lifetimes for fast switching devices or quantum 

processors4-6 and enhance the electrical conductivity in semiconductors through doping4. A 
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comparatively new class of materials, halide perovskites, have transformed our view of 

imperfections and impurities, because exceptional optoelectronic performance (the best 

polycrystalline thin-film perovskite solar cell to date has a power conversion efficiency (η) of 

24.2%)7 prevails despite large defect concentrations8. This apparent paradox for perovskites 

— that is, exceptionally long carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths as well as high-

performance devices in the presence of many defects9,10 — may be related to the fact that 

many point defects do not lead to deep trap levels11-17. However, this paradox may also be a 

consequence of the hierarchical range of heterogeneity and disorder that pervades throughout 

these materials. Indeed, the nature of the defects and their presence at multiple length scales 

are important considerations in explaining the overall material defect tolerance, which is 

defined here as the ability of a semiconductor to preserve its performance regardless of the 

defect concentration17. Moreover, perovskites exhibit extraordinary chemical resilience18,19 

— the high performance of these materials is only slightly perturbed when varying the 

constituent atoms within the ABX3 lattice structure20,21. The primary lattice components in 

the leading perovskite optoelectronic devices typically comprise a cation, such as 

methylammonium (MA+, CH3NH3
+), formamidinium (FA+, CH(NH2)2

+) and/or Cs+; a metal 

cation, typically Pb2+ and/or Sn2+; and a halide (I–, Br– and/or Cl–). Yet the addition and/or 

substitution of many other elements, such as Rb, K or Mn (refs22,23), typically has no 

detrimental effect on device operation and can even increase device performance, 

demonstrating that perovskites are tolerant to a wide range of additives. 

These remarkable features of perovskites are further evidenced by comparing the average 

defect densities and a key figure-of-merit of record perovskite and GaAs laboratory-scale 

solar cells, as the latter material is a mature light-absorbing semiconductor. For the highly 

idealized case, GaAs (Fig. 1a), defect concentrations as low as 107
 cm–3 can now be 

achieved24. By contrast, for polycrystalline perovskite films, the trap density is ~1014–
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1016
 cm–3 (refs25,26), and its single-crystal counterpart maintains defect densities between 109–

1011
 cm–3 (ref.27). The impact of non-radiative charge-carrier recombination events on device 

performance can be assessed through the open-circuit voltage (Voc)
28. For example, the 

current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics of a high-performance GaAs device29 and a 

solar cell device comprising a passivated (FA0.85MA0.15)PbI3 perovskite30 are compared in 

Fig. 1a. The GaAs device has a Voc of 1.122 V with an electronic bandgap of 1.42 eV (ref.31), 

which implies that the voltage loss from that given by the Shockley–Queisser limit (that is, 

the maximum Voc for a single p–n junction semiconductor)32 is ~40 mV (ref.28). The 

passivated perovskite device has a Voc of 1.18 V with a bandgap of ~1.53 eV and therefore 

exhibits a voltage loss of ~70 mV (ref.30). However, despite the similar macroscopic Voc 

losses, stark differences are typically observed when imaging the local changes in the Voc of 

GaAs and perovskite devices at the nanoscale (Fig. 1b,c). GaAs, a material that is epitaxially 

grown, displays a very uniform local Voc (ref.33) (Fig. 1b), which is indicative of excellent 

defect management. By contrast, (Cs0.05FA0.8MA0.15)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3, a perovskite with a 

device performance comparable to that shown in Fig. 1a, shows voltage variations on lateral 

distance scales that are equivalent to or larger than the apparent grain size of ~100–200 nm 

(ref.34). 	

Halide perovskite heterogeneity is relevant to the overall output performance of devices at 

all length scales and directions (that is, both lateral and vertical; Fig. 2). In this Review, we 

highlight the nature of heterogeneity that has been observed in halide perovskite thin films 

and crystals for optoelectronic applications. We discuss recent studies that have revealed the 

multiple length scales on which property variations are found, including sub-grain (<100 nm), 

grain-to-grain (100 nm to 10 µm) and long-range (>10 µm) features in both the lateral and 

vertical directions. Then, we connect the heterogeneity at multiple length scales and propose 

avenues to exploit it by considering routes towards strain management, interface and/or 
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passivation engineering, and large-grain growth mechanisms. We also provide a roadmap for 

how multi-modal microscopy approaches will provide insight to better understand, control 

and exploit perovskite heterogeneity. The term ‘grain’ is defined throughout the Review on 

the basis of the morphological grain boundary features observed in scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of halide perovskites, giving 

an ‘apparent grain size’. However, we note that diffraction-based measurements are 

necessary to strictly identify grains and boundaries, as discussed further below. 

 

[H1] Different scales of heterogeneity 

On the individual and sub-grain level (<100 nm, Fig. 2a), studies suggest that grains 

contain sub-grain features such as crystallites and twin domains that may be related to local 

strain fields; these features may alter the diffusion pathways of electrons and ions35-38. At 

longer length scales (>100 nm to <10 µm, Fig. 2b), the interfaces between grains and their 

overall 3D distribution throughout the microstructure of a halide perovskite sample 

undoubtedly influence non-radiative recombination events, ion migration and the infiltration 

of species such as oxygen and moisture39-41. Some of the encompassing long-range disorder 

(in the range of tens of micrometres or larger) may stem from these nanoscale and mesoscale 

heterogeneities; however, undesirable disorder can also arise from unoptimized fabrication 

practices42, sub-optimal interfaces43 or poor heat-transfer management that promotes 

widespread strain or wrinkling44,45 (Fig. 2c). These undesirable disorder-related features also 

manifest themselves in the vertical grain morphology (Fig. 2d) and device operation, 

resulting in phenomena such as electrical hysteresis46,47. In this section, we highlight recent 

literature that reveals heterogeneity in halide perovskites, beginning down at the sub-grain 

level and then expanding out across many grains. 
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[H2] Sub-grain heterogeneity. 

The structural properties of solution-processed perovskites are determined by the non-

uniform distribution of nucleation sites during sample or device fabrication48. The quality of 

the perovskite crystals is dependent on the growth parameters, including the substrate 

temperature and atmospheric conditions49-52; nevertheless, regardless of the synthetic route, 

halide perovskite grains are, on average, typically smaller than 1 µm. Within these grains, 

there is heterogeneity in the electronic, chemical, photophysical and structural properties on a 

lateral scale of tens of nanometres38,53-59. A few recent studies37,38,60 suggest that these multi-

property heterogeneities are interrelated and could influence the grain-to-grain and 

macroscopic performance of perovskite devices, as we discuss below.  

To resolve the local electrical response at the nanoscale, conductive atomic force 

microscopy (c-AFM) has been used to map the Voc, short-circuit current (Isc) and the dark-

drift current of MAPbI3–xClx (ref.61). Substantial inter-grain and intra-grain variations in the 

Voc and Isc are observed and appear to be dependent on the facets of individual grains (Fig. 

3a). In regions of certain grains, with particular facets, the combination of both high Voc and 

Isc could contribute to the local photovoltaic performance approaching theoretical limits; 

however, in many other regions, the performance is substantially lower. Subsequent studies 

have shown that the heterogeneity in current from c-AFM measurements is also influenced 

by how effectively the tip extracts charge-carriers; the heterogeneity can be partially 

mitigated by using an AFM probe that extracts current well62. Nevertheless, there is still 

underlying heterogeneity in Voc and Isc, and this may be related to specific facet or 

crystallographic features. Thus, it could in principle be possible to improve the macroscale 

performance of halide perovskite devices by eliminating local variations in Voc through 

engineering materials to grow in preferred orientations or with preferred grain alignments. 
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The specific beneficial or detrimental sub-grain orientations remain a captivating open 

question. 

Crystallographic twinning occurs when multiple domains of a crystal are oriented relative 

to one another according to a symmetry rule known as the twin law63. Twinned crystals are 

typically produced during growth but also occur as a result of a phase transformation or 

structural deformation. In halide perovskites, the debate in the community around twins has, 

to date, primarily focused on their potential ferroelectric and/or ferroelastic nature64-66, 

although there has been a recent focus specifically on twin boundaries and the effect that they 

could have on material properties at the sub-grain level35. For example, density functional 

theory calculations were used to investigate the effect of {111} twin boundaries on the 

electronic properties of two different perovskite systems: pure FAPbI3 and 

FA0.875Cs0.125Pb(I0.666Br0.333)3 (ref.36). In pure FAPbI3, the formation energy of the {111} twin 

boundary at zero temperature is very low; therefore, these defects should readily form in real 

materials at higher temperatures. However, the electronic properties of these twins are 

relatively benign for single-junction photovoltaic applications, presenting only a small barrier 

to inter-boundary electron and hole transport. By contrast, in the mixed-cation, mixed-halide 

perovskite FA0.875Cs0.125Pb(I0.666Br0.333)3, which is suitable for tandem solar cells, twin 

boundaries induce segregation of I– and Cs+ (Fig. 3b, top), leading to a local valence band 

maximum that is 0.2 eV higher in energy that that of the bulk (Fig. 3b, bottom). Such 

heterogeneous valence band energies could lead to holes preferentially collecting near the 

twin boundaries, increasing the number of electron–hole recombination events in these 

regions and ultimately influencing device performance. We note that twins often form in a 

material in response to a local strain. In light of recent reports that have revealed the impact 

of strain on the photophysical properties of perovskites38,60, the presence of twins may be 

associated with a strained defective region, even if merely as a benign indicator.  
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The theoretical prediction of twin boundaries and their impact on optoelectronic properties 

in mixed cation and halide perovskites motivates the need for a more thorough experimental 

understanding of structural sub-grain heterogeneity through crystallographic diffraction-

based approaches. This knowledge will be essential to optimize materials synthesis, such as 

the development of deposition methods that mitigate or modulate the formation of 

undesirable sub-grain crystallographic boundaries. However, there have been only a limited 

number of sub-grain crystallographic studies to date, highlighting the difficulty in acquiring 

high-quality information on the nanoscale structural heterogeneity in halide perovskites, 

which are much more beam-sensitive than comparable inorganic semiconductors67. For 

example, in electron microscopy, the structure of MAPbI3 can be substantially altered even 

under low electron doses. These structural changes result in twin domains vanishing35, the 

homogenization of image contrast and the degradation of the tetragonal phase into first a 

MAPbI2.5 supercell and then PbI2 (refs53,68). In electron diffraction studies, this degradation 

manifests as the disappearance of expected diffraction spots, or reflections, and the 

emergence of additional forbidden reflections. These observations signify that the intrinsic 

nanoscale heterogeneity of pristine halide perovskites can be masked with improper beam 

conditions. When performing electron microscopy experiments, the total accumulated 

electron dose is the important factor to consider, and cumulative doses below the damage 

threshold of ~100 e–
 Å–2 are essential to successfully mitigate beam damage in MAPbI3 

(refs53,68). These dosage guidelines have been established specifically for transmission 

electron microscopy performed at moderately high accelerating voltages (~80–200 keV). 

Although beam damage mechanisms vary with the energy of the incident electrons69, a study 

on beam damage at lower accelerating voltages (~4.5–60 eV) indicates that the damage is still 

induced at comparable accumulated electron doses70. To add to the complexity, systems that 

incorporate Cs+ as the cation have been found to be more stable under an electron beam than 
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variants containing FA+ or MA+ only71. It is likely that each new composition will have 

different tolerable dose limits, and thus as the composition and structure of state-of-the-art 

perovskite materials continue to evolve, we must be rigorous in the evaluation of how our 

experiments modify materials and establish sensible frameworks for characterization. 

New approaches to locate crystal zone axes, image alignment and the accurate 

determination of the defocus value in a transmission electron microscopy map have recently 

enabled atomic spatial resolution of MAPbI3 single crystals with a total accumulated electron 

dose of ~11 e–
 Å–2 (ref.67). Different orientations of the MA+ cations are observed across a 

12 nm region (Fig. 3c). Relative to the projection direction, the organic cations adopt normal 

and parallel orientations, which induces both in-plane and out-of-plane electric dipoles, 

respectively, and suggests that MAPbI3 exhibits ferroelectric order72. Ferroelectricity in metal 

halide perovskites has been proposed as a mechanism for hysteresis as well as increased 

performance through enhanced charge-carrier separation and transport68,72-74. However, the 

presence of ferroelectricity in halide perovskites remains a topic of ongoing debate and the 

answer may depend on several factors, including composition and local structural 

properties65,66,75.  

There have also been reports of ferroelasticity in halide perovskites64. Ferroelasticity is a 

well-reported phenomenon in oxide perovskites and, similar to ferroelectricity, can be related 

to the nanoscale structural and compositional heterogeneity. This phenomenon is 

characterized by an elastic hysteresis that results from the mechanical switching between two 

crystallographic orientations owing to the application of an external stress76. Inherent 

coupling between ferroelasticity and local chemical segregation within MAPbI3 grains (Fig. 

3d) has been revealed using several force microscopy and compositional mapping 

techniques37. Piezoresponse force microscopy measurements show striped domains that are 

assigned as ferroelastic twin regions (Fig. 3d, top), which exhibit local ion segregation (Fig. 
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3d, bottom). It is proposed that this chemical segregation is induced by the release of inherent 

strain energy from the sample. Furthermore, these periodically ordered, chemically 

segregated domains may also possess different crystallographic orientations, and these 

combined properties are a signature of ferroelastic behaviour. This chemical heterogeneity on 

the sub-grain scale could have notable positive or negative effects on the electronic properties 

of halide perovskites. For example, the heterogeneity could either enhance charge-carrier 

separation near the domain walls owing to ion segregation and thus improve photovoltaic 

properties or limit device performance owing to the presence of low-conductivity domains37.  

 

[H2] Grain-to-grain heterogeneity. 

The variations in the properties of halide perovskites expand beyond the sub-grain length 

scale to their encompassing grains. The most commonly reported grain sizes in high-

performance halide perovskite devices are between 100 nm and 1 µm; therefore, grain-to-

grain heterogeneity can be readily visualized using advanced metrology techniques. 

Interestingly, pure morphological microscopy studies, such as those using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) imaging and AFM topography mapping, of the constituent halide 

perovskite grains, suggest that the physical properties of the grains are isotropic. However, 

upon implementing functional imaging or diffraction-based approaches, the grain-to-grain 

variation is found to be non-uniform, unpredictable and enlightening (for example, Fig. 1c), 

as demonstrated in this section. 

 Confocal photoluminescence (PL) microscopy is a powerful technique to observe local 

heterogeneity in charge-carrier recombination77. However, the local nature of both excitation 

and emission collection means that diffusion of charge carriers out of the probed region can 

complicate the interpretation of results. To decouple the influence of trapping and diffusion, a 

comparison of the confocal PL response of a MAPbI3 perovskite thin film subjected to 
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various incident light intensities was performed78. On comparing the PL maps at low (3 suns; 

Fig. 4a, left) and high (1,500 suns; Fig. 4a, right) excitation intensities, two immediate 

qualitative differences are evident: first, the PL heterogeneity is reduced upon exposure to the 

higher photon concentration, and second, some perovskite grains only emit efficiently under 

high-fluence conditions. It is concluded that trap-mediated pathways become saturated at 

higher excitation densities and thus the PL response is dominated by charge-carrier diffusion. 

Therefore, at sufficiently low excitation densities, such as solar-relevant photon fluxes, the 

PL distribution is typically dominated by trap-assisted recombination, and it is possible to 

ascertain trap-related heterogeneity from such measurements. These results highlight the	

complicated interplay between charge-carrier diffusion and trapping. The measurements also 

imply that there remains substantial non-radiative heterogeneity in halide perovskite films 

that needs to be further eliminated through improved processing or surface passivation 

approaches.  

 The observation of charge-carrier recombination heterogeneity (Fig. 4a) provides strong 

evidence that the halide perovskite microstructure, composed of grains and grain boundaries, 

affects the overall optoelectronic properties and device performance. It is therefore 

understandable that perovskites with larger grain sizes are being targeted as a route to 

mitigate non-radiative recombination losses39,77,79-81. MAPbBr3 perovskite thin films with 

grain sizes in the range 1–60 µm were fabricated82,83 and characterized using SEM (Fig. 4b, 

top) and electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) (Fig. 4b, bottom). EBSD is a powerful 

technique that provides crystallographic information for each constituent grain within a 

sample. This characterization method has previously been inaccessible for halide perovskite 

materials owing to the high electron doses required. However, by using a highly sensitive 

solid-state detector, EBSD maps could be acquired with electron doses that were 6,000 times 

lower than those required in traditional EBSD approaches, albeit still above the nominal 
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damage thresholds for MAPbI3 (ref.82). The EBSD measurements revealed that the sample 

with an average grain size of 32 µm exhibits a disordered region at each of its grain 

boundaries (indicated by the white regions in the bottom middle part of Fig. 4b). It is 

proposed that these unidentifiable areas are amorphous and, despite the lack of structural 

information, were found to be are highly emissive84. On the basis of the distribution of grain 

orientations for each perovskite sample, the majority of the crystals are oriented along the 

[001] direction, but the heterogeneity of the crystallographic orientation increases with larger 

grain sizes. The recombination velocities are mostly higher at grain boundaries than those 

within grains, which in turn negatively affects the macroscopic device performance. Overall, 

it is concluded that increasing the grain size to the millimetre scale while simultaneously 

reducing the recombination velocity will push halide perovskites towards their theoretical 

optoelectronic performance limits85.  

 Time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements, which monitor the 

alternating current charge mobility as a function of MAPbI3 grain size86 (Fig. 4c), also 

revealed that larger grains would enhance perovskite device efficiency. Samples with a larger 

density of grain boundaries (that is, a small grain size) exhibited more limited carrier 

transport, and only when the grain size exceeds 1 µm does the mobility approach the intrinsic 

mobility value of 29 cm2
 V–1

 s–1 at the probe frequency of 8.9 GHz (ref. 86). These results will 

need to be reconciled with recent device studies that show that the solar cells with the highest 

performance to date exploit mixed cation systems, which have relatively small grain sizes; it 

is likely that the precise nature of the grain boundaries is more crucial than the actual grain 

size. 

Luminescence microscopy approaches to study local heterogeneities are typically only 

capable of probing the surface or first few nanometres in the depth of a sample. One option to 

examine the interior of a halide perovskite layer is to perform cross-sectional 
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measurements46,87; however, these approaches are often destructive. With two-photon PL 

microscopy88, it is possible to probe deeper into a semiconductor material without damaging 

the sample by using two low-energy photons (each with an energy lower than the bandgap). 

These low-energy photons impinge deeper into the sample than the high-energy photons and 

only photoexcite the material in a small focused volume. Depth-dependent studies are of wide 

interest to the halide perovskite device community owing to the multiple heterojunctions 

formed at the interfaces with the electron-transport and hole-transport layers43,89, variations in 

recombination as well as charge and defect transport with depth90, and ion migration91. 

Recently, two-photon PL and single-photon (conventional) PL microscopy were performed 

on the same scan region of a MAPbI3 sample92 (Fig. 4d). The one-photon excitation PL map 

(Fig. 4d, left) was acquired with a 510-nm pulsed laser, which was used to selectively 

generate photoexcitations near the surface of the film, whereas the two-photon PL map (Fig. 

4d, right), was obtained using a 1,100-nm pulsed laser, which generates photoexcitations 

further into the bulk. Comparing the two maps, some grains appear brighter at the surface 

than in the bulk (indicated by the red circles in Fig. 4d), while other grain clusters 

demonstrate the opposite phenomenon (indicated by the green circles in Fig. 4d). Such depth-

dependent PL results reveal buried recombination processes, which suggest that there is both 

lateral and vertical heterogeneity in the radiative recombination. Thus, the depth-dependent 

charge-carrier recombination may lead to undesirable performance deficiencies such as 

unbalanced electronic transport rates93 and charge-collection and/or trapping issues in 

devices.  

 Imaging within perovskites is also crucial for understanding one of the biggest problems 

associated with mixed-halide compositions: local phase segregation94. Varying the halide 

composition, usually by mixing Br– and I–, is a common approach to tune the bandgap of 

perovskites95-97. When an external stimulus (typically, incident light) is applied to a mixed-
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halide perovskite, Br– and I– ions segregate into local Br–-rich or I–-rich clusters94. This 

chemical segregation results in variations in the electronic bandgap98-102. The lateral 

distribution of the bandgap in a CsPbIBr2 film has been visualized using spectrally and 

spatially resolved cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging103. The all-inorganic CsPbIBr2 

perovskite was studied owing to its higher thermal stability and greater resistance to electron 

beam damage than its organic analogues71,104. Grains and grain boundaries are clearly 

identifiable in the spectrally integrated CL maps of emission from 530–590 nm 

(corresponding to the Br–-rich phase; Fig. 4e, top) and from 590–640 nm (corresponding to 

the I–-rich phase; Fig. 4e, middle). From the superposition of the two CL maps (Fig. 4e, 

bottom), it is apparent that I–-rich regions are preferentially distributed at the grain 

boundaries; absolute CL maps also demonstrate that these regions are more emissive than the 

grain interior. The preferential distribution may indicate that the I–-rich domains are locally 

confined, which leads to higher charge-carrier densities and subsequently enhanced local 

radiative recombination. The brighter emission at the grain boundaries may also be due to the 

transfer (funnelling) of charge carriers to a phase with a lower bandgap105.  

 The CL maps (Fig. 4e) enable comparison of the material properties of the grain interior to 

those at the grain boundaries. Although there is general consensus that low concentrations of 

grain boundaries are conducive to better device performance, there is also evidence that not 

all grain boundaries are detrimental to photovoltaic device performance79,106. Furthermore, it 

is likely that not all grain boundaries influence performance in the same way, as evidenced in 

confocal fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) maps of a MAPbI3 perovskite 

thin film79 (Fig. 4f). Scans of FLIM intensity and lifetime across three distinct grains (of 

similar diameters) show that there is not a clear correlation between the PL emission intensity 

and charge-carrier lifetime. In this case, the PL intensities of the selected grains are lower 

than those of the neighbouring grains (Fig. 4f, right), yet the charge-carrier lifetimes are 
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either locally maintained, extended or reduced. It is also clear that there is a wide grain-to-

grain distribution of both the PL intensity and lifetime. Note that the carrier lifetime and 

resulting PL intensity will depend strongly on the local charge-carrier and trap density, which 

ultimately dictate the dominant recombination regime (trap limited or radiative 

bimolecular)28,107,108. Therefore, the grain boundaries in this study might exhibit similar 

behaviour but differ in their local absolute trap density. It is also possible that grain 

boundaries are benign in terms of promoting recombination but prevent charges from 

diffusing between grains; thus, the carriers are confined to a specific grain, resulting in each 

grain having specific electrical and/or optical properties. This confinement may depend on 

the composition of the grain boundary; for example, an excess of a material with a large 

bandgap, such as PbI2, at the grain boundaries may retain charges within a halide perovskite 

grain, but other defects in this region, such as ionic vacancies or interstitials, might promote 

non-radiative recombination. In general, it is likely that the properties of grain boundaries are 

very specific to the composition and even fabrication method77; thus, grain boundaries cannot 

be universally defined as being detrimental or benign. 

 

[H2] Long-range heterogeneity. 

Long-range variations in the properties of semiconductor materials are frequently 

observed using optical microscopy (reflection or transmission)40,75,109, wide-field PL and 

electroluminescence (EL)44,110 or low-magnification SEM imaging modes111. To alleviate 

long-range non-uniformities in material properties, there have been notable advances in 

device fabrication and synthesis techniques to increase the connectivity of the perovskite 

grains for improved film quality83,112-119. Eliminating the long-range heterogeneity will likely 

have a substantial impact on device performance, such as pushing the Voc towards the 

radiative limit32 and overcoming problems associated with series and shunt resistance. 
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However, the eradication of long-range heterogeneity may also remove the disorder that 

possibly endows halide perovskites with some of their unique properties. 

The Voc of a solar cell can be quantified by measuring the external quantum efficiency for 

EL (which is directly related to the photovoltage) and the EL spectrum120,121. However, 

typical polycrystalline perovskite films show heterogeneous charge-carrier radiative 

recombination and therefore exhibit non-uniform photovoltage distributions (Fig. 1c). A 

perovskite solar cell was characterized using wide-field hyperspectral imaging, which 

enabled absolute EL and PL maps to be generated through the generalized Planck’s law122 

and the local quasi-Fermi level splitting (Δµ, which is proportional to the Voc; Fig. 5a) to be 

estimated110. In the Δµ map, there are dark spots that are tens of micrometres in size. These 

spots are most likely a consequence of imperfect electrical connections between the electron-

collecting layer ([6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester) and the perovskite (MAPbI3) 

layer and demonstrate that there are both local and long-range charge-carrier collection 

issues. The larger variations in Δµ may be due to lateral charge-carrier transport losses and 

local fluctuations of the interfacial series resistance. It is also possible that the film is non-

uniform (for example, that there are variations in thickness and/or coverage), which could 

lead to the formation of pinholes and other imperfections in the film that reduce the device 

performance. Such heterogeneity in quasi-Fermi level splitting can be minimized through 

judicious use of thin interlayers between the perovskite and transport layers123.  

Structural non-uniformities, such as preferred crystallographic orientations and long-range 

strain fields, may also contribute to variations in optoelectronic properties. These structural 

non-uniformities greatly affect the overall performance of mature semiconductors materials, 

but, to date, have been under-investigated in halide perovskites45,124,125. Recently, micro X-

ray diffraction (µXRD) and time-resolved confocal PL imaging were performed on the same 

scan regions of halide perovskite thin films to visualize how strain varies on the microscale 
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and affects the radiative recombination of carriers38. By tracking local fluctuations in either 

the position or broadness of diffraction peaks in µXRD, strain-induced variations in the 

interatomic spacing of a material can be observed. In a MAPbI3 film, the PL lifetime traces 

from poorly and brightly emissive regions (Fig. 5b, left) correspond to regions of higher and 

lower compressive strain, respectively, in the compressive strain map extracted from µXRD 

measurements (Fig. 5b, right; the red and blue circles indicate the regions from which the 

local PL decays were extracted). As the less strained (brightly emissive) regions have 

significantly longer lifetimes than the highly strained areas, it indicates that the local strain is 

associated with trap-related non-radiative recombination events. Further nano-XRD 

experiments on these MAPbI3 samples revealed ‘super-grain’ structures (defined here as 

regions with common azimuthal scattering angles) as large as 25 µm2 in lateral area38,126, 

signifying long-range structurally uniform regions at least an order of magnitude larger than 

the average grain sizes identified by SEM. Surprisingly, a film of an alloyed cation 

perovskite, which on average has better optoelectronic performance (for example, solar cell 

η) than MAPbI3 (ref.127), contains super-grains that are up to ~250 µm2. Despite the 

inherently smaller grain size within the alloyed cation sample, determined by SEM 

micrographs, it is possible that the long-range structural super-grains contribute to the 

improved performance in the alloyed cation devices. This finding also raises the question of 

which structural grain size ‘unit’ is most important for device performance. 

To control and tune the grain size, wrinkling and other structural features of halide 

perovskite films, it is important to have complete understanding of the crystal nucleation 

mechanisms and growth parameters128-130. In this regard, embedding perovskite (in this case 

Cs0.10FA0.78MA0.12PbI2.55Br0.45) seed crystals into a PbI2 matrix during a two-step sequential 

deposition was shown to enable a high level of control over perovskite crystallization131. The 

seeds facilitate the reaction of organic ammonium halides with PbI2 and thereby act as nuclei 
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for the subsequent growth of the perovskite film. In situ PL imaging was used to monitor 

perovskite crystallization during the growth process (Fig. 5c). Five seconds after the 

deposition of the organic ammonium salts onto the seed–PbI2 film (Fig. 5c, middle), two 

distinct types of growth kinetics emerge: first, perovskite-seed-assisted growth (indicated by 

the white circles on the map), and, second, random nucleation without seeds (indicated by the 

red dashed circle). The perovskite-seed-assisted growth kinetics appears faster than that of 

random nucleation without seeds, and a later snapshot (Fig. 5c, right) demonstrates how the 

perovskite-seed-assisted growth dominates crystallization. The results highlighted here 

suggest that this deposition technique could be further optimized and extended to other 

substrate and transport layer combinations for improved growth control of perovskite films. 

Almost independent of the deposition technique, halide perovskites still exhibit 

surprisingly long diffusion lengths10 that extend well beyond individual perovskite grains. For 

example, long diffusion lengths were recently observed in MAPbBr3 conjoined microcrystals 

in which grains were fused, enabling effective transport of charge carriers between grains132. 

These fused grains exhibited synced intermittent fluorescence blinking, which can be 

observed in the PL map and integrated PL time traces (Fig. 5d). The synchronous 

communication between photogenerated charge carriers extends as far as ~10 µm2 laterally. It 

is proposed that the prominent fluctuations in PL intensity are at least partly due to the 

creation and suppression of defects, which temporally quench emission near these regions. 

Similar connectivity of optoelectronic properties between grains has also been reported for 

MAPbBr3 thin films133. These studies suggest that the relationship between defects and 

charge energy-transfer are complex62,110,134-138. Although these specific PL responses related 

to grain connectivity are primarily relevant when the perovskite film displays discontinuities 

and voids, these responses demonstrate that charge carriers will experience various grain 

‘environments’ during their lifetime. Owing to the observed large lateral carrier and/or defect 
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transport distances, a range of transport and annihilation mechanisms, such as photon 

recycling, reabsorption, waveguiding, carrier diffusion, defect passivation and drift, must be 

considered to understand the PL response. For example, it is suggested that blinking may not 

be related to charge transport but could instead be a consequence of surface modification or 

passivation of the halide perovskite owing to fluctuations of the ambient environment (for 

example, moisture, oxygen content or temperature). Photon recycling events can also lead to 

rapid apparent transport of carriers over long distances through reabsorption and re-emission 

of photons at a distance of several micrometres away from the original excitation139,140.  

 

[H1] Leveraging disorder 

[H2] Connecting the length scales. 

Upon stepping back and assessing the observations reviewed herein, we are left with one 

central question: how do the heterogeneities at multiple length scales interrelate? To address 

this question, we start by considering halide perovskites in terms of their material properties. 

At the atomic scale and nanoscale (that is, the sub-grain level), strain is induced by changes 

or distortions in the lattice structure, primarily due to point, line, planar and interfacial 

defects. In each case, the strain and structural properties are related to the atomic (elemental) 

distribution, resulting in an intricate relationship between the local chemical and structural 

heterogeneity, as shown, for example, in Fig. 3d. The properties of halide perovskites are 

particularly sensitive to this nanoscale chemical distribution, which dictates the local 

bandgap, connecting the optoelectronic behaviour and nanoscale structural and chemical 

properties. Owing to the long-range electronic transport of the charge carriers (governed by 

the regional structural and chemical nature of the material), the electrons and holes will 

diffuse, dispersing throughout the heterogeneous grain-to-grain landscape. The direction and 

motion of the charge carriers is dependent on several factors, including bandgap gradients 
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and diffusion pathways with low energy barriers. As perovskite grain boundaries can have 

different electronic properties, there can be preferential transport pathways for charge carriers 

moving between grains that may also depend on the grain connectivity78 (Fig. 4).  

In the halide perovskite community, grain boundaries are interpreted as the interfaces 

between discrete grains identified with electron or optical microscopy. The assumption is that 

the material within these grains is homogeneous and single-crystalline. However, this 

interpretation is often too general as it overlooks the manifestation of sub-grain 

crystallographic misorientations and variations, which require various diffraction-based 

techniques to fully understand. As an example, (sub-grain) twin boundaries have been 

proposed to have a notable impact on the electronic, compositional and mechanical properties 

of semiconducting materials such as GaAs, Si and even perovskites37,61,141,142.	 To fully 

understand the operation of polycrystalline perovskite materials at the nanoscale, high-

resolution diffraction-based approaches are required to reveal whether there are 

crystallographic heterogeneities within entities that have been assigned as homogenous grains 

through morphological measurements35,38,82,143. 	

As discussed above, grains sometimes act as isolated systems, or islands, where the 

termination of common optoelectronic behaviour (for example, PL response) is marked by 

the presence of a grain boundary. Determining which type(s) of grain boundary causes this 

abrupt change in optoelectronic response is an active area of research. Indeed, the nature of 

these boundaries may affect the optoelectronic response more than grain size. For example, a 

system with reasonably small grain sizes but optimized boundaries could still show excellent 

optoelectronic properties. This is likely the case in mixed cation systems, which have thus far 

exhibited the highest performance in solar cells despite the relatively small grain sizes. There 

is also evidence that these localized property ‘transitions’ at boundaries may be linked to the 

underlying super-grain distribution or other long-range strain fields38. Therefore, the variation 
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in grain-to-grain optoelectronic, chemical and structural properties necessarily influences 

beyond the individual length scale, manifesting into grain clusters34 and long-range non-

uniformities, as highlighted in Fig. 5. Once the origin of a specific long-range heterogeneity 

feature is understood, it will be possible to mitigate or exploit the effect for improved 

optoelectronic devices. 

It is likely that small nanoscale domains in the range of tens of nanometres are building 

blocks that dictate the longer range heterogeneity (on the order of hundreds of nanometres to 

tens of micrometres). Ultimately, the nanoscale domains self-assemble from small seeds, and 

the subsequent grain growth will be influenced by the local growth environment; as grains 

begin to meld into one another, strain at the grain interfaces influences the quality of the 

resultant film (analogous to strain-related interactions at the boundaries of two tectonic 

plates, influencing geologic activity at that interface144). Elucidation of the interplay between 

growth mechanism and strain necessitates the use of advanced characterization techniques 

(for example, morphology, chemical, diffraction and optoelectronic) to monitor properties in 

situ during growth. 

 

[H2] Levers for understanding heterogeneity. 

 Many forms of excitation and detection have been implemented to visualize the properties 

of halide perovskites at different length scales. External stimuli (stressors) that are commonly 

used to activate specific perovskite material behaviours and responses include 

photons34,40,91,105,142,145-159, electrons22,87,101,160-162, temperature163-166 and bias46,167,168. 

However, in a typical experiment, only one such stressor is used, which generally limits the 

investigation to the study a single material property. Moreover, the majority of techniques 

currently used to probe microscale properties of halide perovskites are based on 

luminescence; however, a holistic understanding of these materials will require the use of 
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complementary techniques beyond luminescence. Therefore, to connect the different length 

scales of heterogeneity, the perovskite community must also connect a range of 

characterization methods and external stimuli to probe and correlate distinct material 

responses. Future studies call for intensive investigations that closely relate the entire 

narrative of a sub-grain feature to its long-range heterogeneity and performance in operating 

solar cells (Fig. 6).  

 Currently, most fundamental studies on halide perovskites are performed on thin-film 

samples, and there are questions regarding the relevance of these reports to full devices169. 

For example, the optoelectronic properties of perovskites change substantially when a thin 

film interacts with a device contact28, and it is likely that aspects such as morphology, strain 

and ion distribution will also be influenced by these interfaces. Strain and non-radiative 

losses will also be altered in a full device configuration, and may even dominate the 

performance output and operational longevity, albeit, operating times of >1,000 hours are 

currently possible in devices with extensive heterogeneity170. Performing the studies 

reviewed above on half- or full-device structures would forge connections between loss and 

performance and would allow for a greater diversity of in situ and in operando 

characterization techniques, such as light-beam and/or electron-beam induced current87,170. 

Another key aspect that has not been sufficiently probed in perovskites, especially in 

operating devices, is the local composition19. From the limited works available, researchers 

have thus far discovered important fundamental perovskite behaviours, such as the link 

between processing conditions and the depth distribution of the organic cation171, the need to 

uniformly mix halides for optimal performance60, that light induces halide segregation in 

mixed-halide perovskite compositions105, and the necessary solvent and cation precursor 

stoichiometry to synthesize highly crystalline perovskites of reduced dimensionality172.  
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 Incident light173 and oxygen exposure174,175 can be applied to mitigate non-radiative decay 

by passivating defects. Therefore, by using multimodal microscopy techniques to characterize 

a sample before and after the application of these external stressors, it may be possible to 

ascertain how non-radiative recombination losses are distributed at different length scales. 

Light and temperature can, in principle, be used to control ion motion and the degradation of 

halide perovskitess34,142,166; thus, these stimuli enable many local physical properties to be 

monitored as either a function of ionic distribution or temporal performance variation. We 

anticipate that multimodal microscopy approaches could be used in conjunction with 

controlled activation sources to visualize the resultant changes in properties across many 

length scales. 

 Such multimodal studies to correlate optoelectronic and/or device properties with the 

chemical, structural and morphological properties are not trivial and are associated with their 

own unique set of challenges. These approaches typically require synchrotron-based 

experiments, such as X-ray nanoprobe or specialized electron microscopy facilities (for 

example, advanced scanning electron diffraction techniques176 combined with direct electron 

detectors), to achieve the required spatial resolution for probing the desired properties. These 

facilities are not easily accessible for routine or screening measurements. Furthermore, beam 

damage under intense electron or X-ray irradiation must be carefully monitored by 

performing appropriate checks before, during and after an experiment to assess the impact of 

the measurement on the sample; this is true even if the electron dose is well below the 

reported damage thresholds, as operating devices may be more susceptible to damage than 

thin films. Fiducial markers are crucial to ensure sharp image registration between two 

experiments and to enable precise analysis of the same scan area. These measurements 

typically generate large data sets (for example, many terabytes of data are generated in a 

typical nanoprobe map measurement), and thus efficient algorithms and software are required 
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to process the large hyperspectral data sets. HyperSpy177 and pyXem178 are two promising 

examples of algorithms that are currently being used at some synchrotron and electron 

microscopy facilities as the demand for multimodal correlations increases. Machine learning 

is the clear next step to expedite data analysis in these multimodal studies and thus increase 

the throughput of analysis and characterization179-182. Advanced algorithms will substantially 

improve signal recovery from noisy data (which is particularly pertinent in perovskites as 

they require low X-ray and electron doses) and enable precise correlations between 

parameters, which will be the key to discovering new relationships between properties. We 

believe that a multimodal approach, despite its challenges, will be a vehicle for capitalizing 

on the heterogeneity in perovskite optoelectronic devices (Fig. 6). 

 

[H2] Exploiting disorder. 	

 The results discussed above raise the question, should one strive to entirely eliminate the 

heterogeneities? The point of view for conventional semiconductors is that uniform and 

invariant optoelectronic performance is essential for efficient operation, and this view has 

directed researchers to target monocrystalline materials117,183,184. Indeed, the negative impact 

that strain has on perovskite solar cell device performance and stability38,124,185,186 suggests 

that we should aim to eliminate these heterogeneous features. The elimination of these 

features by either reducing film stress and/or strain by precise thermal control during 

synthesis, or by appropriate substrate selection in order to match the thermal coefficients 

between the perovskite and substrate, has been shown to enhance perovskite device 

stability124,185. Yet, carrier and phonon scattering mechanisms are still relatively unexplored, 

and how these processes are affected by local strain on the lattice remains an open question. 

 As strain is important for overall perovskite performance, lattice matching at the 

perovskite–transport layer heterojunctions185 must also be carefully considered. Owing to 
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their ‘soft’ lattices and increased malleability, perovskites appear more tolerant of strain 

mismatching than most solar cell technologies15,66,187,188 ; however, the induced strain may 

have underlying consequences on device performance. For example, challenges arise in the 

vertical transport direction when the perovskite–transport layer connectivity is sub-optimal 

(Fig. 5a). To address this, passivation treatments are executed either pre- or post-deposition 

with varying degrees of effectiveness on the macroscopic device η; for example, 

incorporating larger molecules, such as phenethylammonium or guanidinium, into the 

perovskite structure at the interfaces with device contacts may relieve surface strain189,190. An 

exhaustive list of all the additives and passivation methods is beyond the scope of this 

Review; however, their influence on the performance and longevity of the optoelectronic 

properties of the perovskites is substantial8. Furthermore, many of the perovskite 

heterogeneities discussed thus far may also be mitigated, retarded or completely eliminated 

by rationally engineering additional chemical components22,77,125,130,191, layers or coatings192 

to block and/or passivate problematic pathways193.  

There are circumstances and applications, however, in which the presence of heterogeneity 

in halide perovskites may be advantageous. For example, strain fields194, which inhabit all 

length scales and directions (lateral and vertical), could be designed to funnel charges (or 

ions) to the regions where they are needed, enabling perovskites to be synthesized with 

specific strain pathways to control flow of charge carriers. In addition, the long-range super-

grain features could be important for understanding why halide perovskites have excellent 

charge-carrier transport that extends well beyond the apparent grain size estimated by SEM. 

It may even be possible to efficiently transport charges over these super-grain entities, which 

opens up the possibility for efficient lateral or rear-contact solar cell devices195,196.  

 Apart from strain, heterogeneity-assisted performance has also been demonstrated by 

controlling charge-carrier flow within mixed-halide perovskites through self-organized 
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bandgap gradients103. These gradients systematically promote charge-carrier accumulation in 

particular energy regions, leading to localized photodoping effects. Therefore, these areas 

with excess charge carriers may increase radiative recombination efficiencies and lead to 

radiative events outcompeting non-radiative pathways. Heterogeneity may also provide a 

mechanism to generate non-centrosymmetric (that is, piezoelectric) halide perovskite 

compositions, which could lead to ferroelectric properties and, in turn, to potential 

applications in optoelectronic devices that operate based on Rashba197,198 or flexo-

photovoltaic effects199. By exploiting such phenomena, researchers could engineer 

advantageous nanoscale heterogeneity and pave the way for the fabrication of perovskites 

with photovoltaic properties that approach or even surpass Shockley–Queisser limits. 

Additionally, the excellent charge-transport and sharp band-edge properties of halide 

perovskites despite notable disorder are reminiscent of liquid metals and appear to be unique 

for solid-state materials200-202.  

 Of course, such benefits of the heterogeneity need to be carefully considered on a 

circumstantial basis; there are clear situations when non-uniformities are undesirable (for 

example, pits in films, poor electrical contacts or the presence of other unwanted phases) and 

will undoubtedly be accompanied by a low η. Thus, we expect that heterogeneity will 

particularly benefit novel device designs. Nevertheless, even in present optoelectronic (for 

example, solar cell) architectures, there is only a minimal performance penalty for the 

presence of heterogeneity, and there may even be gains from local doping effects. Moreover, 

the increased processing costs associated with removing heterogeneity entirely may not be 

offset by apparent gains in performance or stability, suggesting there could be a compromise 

between the level of heterogeneity to balance performance, stability and facile processing.  

 Halide perovskites are an extraordinary material class that cannot be treated as a 

traditional semiconductor, because in doing so, we may ultimately limit its use rather than 
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unlock its full potential. There is still much for us to discover about the fundamental nature of 

these intriguing semiconductors. As we develop a deeper understanding of their underlying 

material properties at multiple length scales through the advanced characterization methods 

that are now becoming available, we will fortify the next generation of perovskite 

optoelectronics. 
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Fig. 1 | Comparison of the photovoltaic properties of GaAs and perovskite devices. a | Current density–
voltage curves show that both GaAs (ref.29) and halide perovskite ((FA0.85MA0.15)PbI3; ref.30) solar cells exhibit 
large macroscopic open-circuit voltages (Voc). The inset shows the unit cells of GaAs and a perovskite. 
Perovskites adopt an ABX3 structure, where A+ is a cation (such as methylammonium, formamidinium or Cs+), 
B2+ is a metal (such as Pb2+ and/or Sn2+) and X– is a halide (I–, Br– and/or Cl–). b,c | Despite GaAs and 
perovskites having similar Voc values, the local distribution in Voc (ΔVoc) at the nanoscale are remarkably 
different. The ΔVoc map of a typical GaAs sample (panel b), acquired using Kelvin probe force microscopy33, 
reveals that GaAs has a uniform voltage response. By contrast, perovskites display large voltage variations 
(panel c) despite their high performance. The perovskite ΔVoc map was obtained in-house on a 
(Cs0.05FA0.8MA0.15)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite with comparable device performance to that in panel a. Panel a is 
adapted with permission from ref.29, IEEE, and ref.30, Springer Nature Limited. Panel b is adapted with 
permission from ref.33, Wiley-VCH. 
 

Fig. 2 | The hierarchy of heterogeneity in halide perovskites. a–c | The electron microscopy images 
exemplify the sub-grain (panel a), grain-to-grain (panel b) and long-range (panel c) disorder within halide 
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perovskites. d | A cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy image of a complete high-performance 
perovskite solar cell. Vertical heterogeneity in the perovskite grain morphology is evident despite the device 
having an excellent power conversion efficiency of 23.32%. FA+, formamidinium; ITO, indium-doped tin oxide; 
MA+, methylammonium; spiro-OMeTAD, 2,2ʹ,7,7ʹ-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9ʹ-
spirobifluorene. Panel c is adapted with permission from ref.44, ACS. Panel d is adapted from ref.30, Springer 
Nature Limited. 
 

Fig. 3 | Nanoscale sub-grain heterogeneity. a | Open-circuit voltage (Voc) map of a MAPbI3–xClx (where MA+ 
is methylammonium) film showing facet-dependent heterogeneity in the electronic properties of the halide 
perovskite on the sub-grain scale. b | The top part illustrates the segregation of I– and Cs+ to a {111} twin 
boundary (TB, dashed line) in FA0.875Cs0.125Pb(I0.666Br0.333)3 (where FA+ is formamidinium). The bottom part 
shows the predicted density of states for the bulk and twin boundary regions of the perovskite; the purple shaded 
areas in the top part indicate the regions used in the projected density-of-state calculations. c | The top part 
shows a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of a MAPbI3 single crystal; the squares 
indicate two ordered domains with off-centred MA+ cations in two different orientations. The bottom part shows 
the structural models and the simulated projected potential maps of MAPbI3 with MA+ adopting parallel (left) 
and normal (right) orientations with respect to the projection direction. d | The band excitation piezoresponse 
force microscopy (BE-PFM) frequency image (top) reveals twin domain regions with varying elasticity in a 
MAPbI3 sample. The corresponding helium ion microscopy coupled with secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
chemical map (bottom) shows the spatial distribution of MA+ in the MAPbI3 sample; the black arrows indicate 
chemically segregated twin domains. E, energy; EF, Fermi level. Panel a is adapted from ref.61, Springer Nature 
Limited. Panel b is adapted with permission from ref.36, ACS. Panel c is adapted with permission from ref.67, 
AAAS. Panel d is adapted from ref.37, Springer Nature Limited. 
 
Fig. 4 | Grain-to-grain heterogeneity. a | Photoluminescence (PL) maps of MAPbI3 (where MA+ is 
methylammonium) films at different photon fluxes. The incident excitation intensity influences the transport 
mechanisms of the charge carriers: at low intensity (left), the charge carriers are trap limited, whereas at higher 
intensities (right), the charge carriers are diffusion limited. b | Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 
(top) and electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) plots (bottom) of MAPbBr3 perovskite thin-film samples 
with different grain sizes (stated above the corresponding SEM image). The heterogeneity in the 
crystallographic orientation increases with grain size, and amorphous grain boundaries (white regions) are 
present in the sample with 32-µm-sized grains. Note that the colours in the EBSD plots do not represent a 
specific crystallographic orientation. c | The plot of yield–mobility product as a function of grain size in a 
MAPbI3 perovskite shows that the mobility decreases as the average grain size decreases. The symbols represent 
the experimental data (with error bars indicating the standard deviation in both the grain size and yield–mobility 
product). The dashed line is the best fit of the Kubo relationship for the first two data points, whereas the solid 
line is the best fit for all the data. d | Single-photon (left) and two-photon (right) PL maps that probe the surface 
and bulk radiative recombination emission, respectively, in a MAPbI3 thin film. e | Spectrally integrated 
cathodoluminescence (CL) maps of a CsPbIBr2 film acquired in an electron microscope. The top part shows the 
high-energy spectrum, which is probably from a Br–-rich phase, whereas the middle part shows lower-energy 
emission and is likely from an I–-rich phase. The bottom map is a superposition of the two CL images (green 
indicates high-energy emission, and red indicates lower-energy emission) and shows that the I–-rich regions are 
pushed toward the grain boundaries. f | A PL intensity map (left) of a MAPbI3 thin film overlaid with a 
fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy map. The brightness indicates the PL emission intensity, whereas the 
colour indicates the lifetime. Three grains are emphasized with respect to their neighbours by line profiles L1, 
L2 and L3; each of these three grains has a low PL intensity compared with its neighbouring grains (top right 
part). However, as indicated by the line traces on the bottom right, the central grains in L1, L2 and L3 exhibit 
sustained, longer or shorter lifetimes, respectively, than the neighbouring grains. Panel a is adapted with 
permission from ref.78, ACS. Panel b is adapted with permission from ref.82, Wiley-VCH. Panel c is adapted 
with permission from ref.86, ACS. Panel d is adapted with permission from ref.92, RSC. Panel e is adapted with 
permission from ref. 103, Wiley-VCH. Panel f is adapted with permission from ref.79, RSC. 
 
 
Fig. 5 | Long-range heterogeneity in halide perovskites. a | Map of the quasi-Fermi level splitting (Δµ) for a 
MAPbI3 (where MA+ is methylammonium) perovskite device, quantified by using the generalized Planck’s law. 
The large regions of lower Δµ are probably due to poor electrical contact between the electron-transport and 
perovskite layers. b | The left part shows the time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) decay for two regions of a 
MAPbI3 film. The bright and dark regions are highlighted by the blue and red circles, respectively, in the micro 
X-ray diffraction map shown on the right. Regions with less strain have a longer PL lifetime. c | In situ PL maps 
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showing the growth of a Cs0.10FA0.78MA0.12PbI2.55Br0.45 (where FA+ is formamidinium) film at different time 
points. The PL map of the seed–PbI2 film is shown on the left. Deposition of organic ammonium salts onto the 
seed–PbI2 film initiates crystallization of the perovskite film (middle and right maps). The halide perovskite 
sample demonstrates better material quality (that is, higher PL emission) in regions where a nucleation seed is 
embedded (indicated by white circles in the middle map). The red circle in the middle map indicates a region of 
random nucleation without a seed. d | The top part shows a PL map of fused MAPbBr3 grains (I–IV) and an 
isolated MAPbBr3 grain (V). The bottom part shows the associated PL time traces for the fused grains and the 
isolated grain. The traces reveal that there is communication and synchronous PL blinking in the conjoined 
grains. Panel a is adapted with permission from ref.110, RSC. Panel b is adapted with permission from ref.38, 
RSC. Panel c is adapted from ref.131, Springer Nature Limited. Panel d is adapted with permission from ref.132, 
Wiley-VCH. 
 

Fig. 6 | Roadmap for implementing correlative microscopy for halide perovskites. Despite the numerous 
challenges associated with multimodal approaches, there are ways to overcome them, yielding valuable 
discoveries. For example, such measurements will reveal the complicated relationships between structural, 
chemical and electrical properties at the nanoscale, as well as quantify the tolerable dose limits for perovskites 
to external stimuli (such as bias, photons, electrons and X-rays) before generation of additional defects and 
hence non-radiative loss pathways. We anticipate that multimodal imaging will unveil new avenues to exploit 
halide perovskite non-uniformities. ETM, electron-transport material; HTM, hole-transport material. 
 


